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Summary 

High-speed Ethernet switch maker Arista Networks Inc.’s (ANET) biggest problem no longer may be how to wrest share from 

market leader Cisco Systems Inc. (CSCO). Instead, its toughest fight appears to be coming up the track behind it as a host of 

next-generation vendors, as typified by Mellanox Technologies Ltd. (MLNX) and Quanta Computer Inc. (TPE:2382), attack 

hyper-speed, software-defined cloud networking with high performance at lower prices. 

 

Highlights 

 Arista Networks’ line of high-performance Ethernet switches offers an alternative to Cisco Systems but not a unique one. 

Rivals Juniper Networks Inc. (JNPR), Extreme Networks Inc. (EXTR), Brocade Communications Systems Inc. (BRCD) and 

Dell Inc. all have brand-name entrants meant to challenge Cisco in the multi-gigabit field. 

 However, all these established vendors face a fast-rising threat: Component and contract manufacturers that have sold 

to the big, brand-name vendors for years now are producing blazing-fast, private-label equipment that sells for far less 

and performs just as well or better. Their products are designed specifically for the construction of hyper-speed, highly 

scalable custom cloud networking platforms that have been pioneered by the likes of Amazon.com Inc.’s (AMZN) Amazon 

Web Services, Google Inc. (GOOG/GOOGL) and Facebook Inc. (FB), which have built their own cloud data center gear 

using contractors like Quanta of Taiwan. 

 Blueshift Research’s 14 network architecture and implementation sources have pulled back the curtain on this under-

the-radar expansion of next-gen capability. They said these new entrants are focused on performance and price and will 

be the runaway fastest-growth segment in high-speed cloud data center development. As IT shifts toward a utility-based 

economic model, younger network architects with experience in constructing unblocked networks on gear provided by 

companies like Quanta and its QCT, Mellanox, Super Micro Computer Inc. (SMCI), Pica8 Inc. and Taiwan contractor 

Accton Technology Corp. (TPE:2345) will be sought out to create cloud systems that cost far less to build and operate. 

 Mellanox is known for its HPC InfiniBand switch fabrics and is an OEM supplier to other vendors. However, the company 

also has its own line of “X” branded Ethernet switches designed for scaling from small to massive cloud clusters. It has 

built a large channel of U.S. resellers and is blazing new trails into storage performance and active networking. 

(Blueshift’s May 27, 2014, report discussed the need for Mellanox to address the white box market.) Quanta also is 

building an impressive U.S. channel sales operation around its QTC line of end-to-end data networking Ethernet switches, 

servers and storage arrays. 

 Cisco will continue to own the traditional, monolithic enterprise network segment that still forms the tech-networking 

basis for industries like banking, but the race for customers seeking to build an always-available hyper-fast cloud is a 

wide-open slugfest. 

 

 

Background 

Tech Trends has been speaking with network architect and implementation sources for well over a year to document changes 

in Ethernet-based IP data networking that will affect long-time vendors like Juniper Networks and newer companies like Arista 

Networks that have tried to challenge Cisco’s dominant position. Arista has found growth selling to companies like Microsoft 

“Heard, tracked, understood, witnessed, confirmed, and you should really think about paying attention to this stuff.” “Heard, tracked, understood, witnessed, confirmed, and you should really think about paying attention to this stuff.” 

Research Question: 

Research Question: 

With large-scale cloud players making their own switching gear, or considering it, and with 

switches from Chinese contract builders flooding the market, how will Arista continue to grow 

against traditional rivals like Cisco as well as new, low-cost competitors such as Mellanox? 

Companies: AMZN, ANET, BRCD, CSCO, EXTR, FB, GOOG/GOOGL, HPQ, JNPR, MLNX, SMCI, 

STO:ERIC-A/B, TPE:2345, TPE:2382 
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Corp. (MSFT) that have been building out their own hosted cloud environments in Microsoft data centers for customers who 

want to move IT operations into cloud-hosted settings. Still, competition for any kind of enterprise or cloud customer among 

the non-Cisco vendors has been fierce. Now, an entirely new class of equipment makers has stepped onto the scene just as 

hyper-speed and -scale cloud architecture is poised to go mainstream, offering a chance to bypass all traditional vendors as 

customers construct their cloud data center platforms. 

 

Current Research 
Blueshift Research interviewed 14 U.S. high-speed networking VARs, designers and implementation executives to assess 

prospects for vendors like Arista Networks as cloud computing becomes the new primary basis for data center design. 

Although Tech Trends initially was focused on the battle between Arista and Cisco, a different story swiftly emerged: the arrival 

of new options based on ultra-fast, open-standards hardware sold at commodity prices. Previously, this type of construction 

had been available only to the biggest companies like Google, AWS and Facebook, for which manufacturers built custom 

hardware and allowed them to scale up global operations. Now, the lessons learned by the OEMs and contractors working in 

this previously secretive world are being baked into new commercial products that are available worldwide regardless of the 

buyer’s size. 

 

 

The New Ethernet: Superior Engineering Experience Meets Mass Scale 

 “If you are chasing the cloud market, you can’t turn your back on anyone if you’re a brand-name tech vendor,” said the 

CEO of a network design firm specializing in data center arrays using traditional and nontraditional vendor equipment. 

“It’s a race to the bottom on price vs. performance. Performance keeps rising, and price keeps dropping. These 

companies that have been component makers and contractors like Quanta, Accton, Mellanox and have been building 

equipment for other vendors and big players as OEMs know how to make this stuff well, fast and cheap while still making 

a profit. They have stepped out into the daylight now, and you’re going to see some major disruption for the Aristas of the 

world who are selling on some notion that they are premium. They’re not. They use Broadcom and Intel [Corp./INTC] for 

silicon, while these other guys are doing the whole thing themselves.” 

 “The Mellanox Ethernet switches are very, very good. Quanta, very good. Arista, 

very good. The Pica8 stuff, very good. The key here is that you can buy all of 

these now, where you couldn’t a relatively short time ago. What’s the key 

difference between those and Arista? Price. And Arista has its operating system, 

so you pay far more. The advantage to buying the others? You get unreal 

performance at a fraction of the price, 60% or 70% lower, and you set them up 

the way you want them to run. You have to know how to do that, but it’s not hard 

if you work it. The expertise is available. If you want to get into the fast cloud 

world, the entry point is so much easier than even a year ago,” said a senior 

sales executive with a firm that is directly familiar with several vendors’ high-

speed switching products. 

 The CEO of an Eastern VAR/network implementation firm said, “Juniper has been 

saved by this idea of two racks and a couple of switches and you have a cloud data center. You don’t have to completely 

rebuild a client facility; you can set up off to the side and show them how this works. We have been able to fend off Arista 

in our accounts by doing this, and we have the flexibility from Juniper to cut pricing to keep them or Cisco out. Now, we 

are going to have to keep an eye on these other guys too. I think this is why we’re hearing that Ericsson [STO:ERIC-A/B] is 

looking to maybe buy Juniper. Consolidate and battle the Chinese.” 

 “Watch Cumulus Networks. There’s a readymade way to set up these open switches for server farms [clouds], and they 

are a fast-growing company, which correlates directly to the open-standards SDN world. The bare metal [switches and 

servers] have to be cheap in order to scale. Why do you think Google and Amazon went to Quanta in the first place to 

have their own hardware built?” said a senior network designer for a cloud network builder using Quanta and Cumulus 

together. “There is so much Quanta-built network inside Facebook, Google and Amazon, you’d be amazed. They have 

taken all that knowledge and turned it around and put out their own brand. It’s going to kill the margins on the brand-

name guys over time because it works.” 
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 “Mellanox was nowhere in Ethernet, just leading in the HPC InfiniBand stack. 

Cool, but very limited need outside of places like NASA or big computer design 

companies doing complex systems, racking huge data sets. Now, they have 

poured a ton into 100-gig Ethernet and other port sizes from 10-gig up, and they 

will sell you the whole switch, not just parts, for way lower than Arista, Cisco, 

Juniper or almost anyone else except the big Chinese builders,” said the CEO of 

a network architecture company that sells network design and implementation 

services to data center owners/operators. “Once you see how fast this stuff is at 

the price, if your aim is to scale a cloud, you don’t have to turn to the usual 

outlets. You hire people like my folks, and we can put together what was a year 

ago a $5 million data center cloud for less than a million dollars. Not everyone 

trusts this in traditional Cisco shops, but outside that box, that’s where the 

competition is and the growth opportunities are.” 

 “If Arista is going to be partnered with HP [Hewlett-Packard Co./HPQ], I wonder 

what Arista is going to ask them to do about the Accton white boxes HP is 

reselling? One month HP is talking about this huge Taiwan contractor making these commodity switches to displace 

Cisco. A few months later Arista is a new HP partner in an effort to chase Cisco,” said the CEO of an East Coast VAR 

selling several major brands of IT hardware. “I think it shows the desperation of these box vendors, because the money in 

tech is in what the network delivers, not what boxes are in it. Why do you think IBM [Corp./IBM] figured this out and has 

run away from the hardware business as fast as possible?” 

 The senior executive at a data center company catering to cloud startups and regionalized managed services said, “Cisco 

has its customers locked into the vertical enterprise system approach, where big 

corporations and governments that don’t change fast will stick with them 

because you get it all from pretty much one place. But Cisco is not going to own 

this rogue cloud world that is exploding out of Asia, where getting scale at low 

cost is the whole game. That has spread over [to the United States] and is just 

starting to take off. Taking [the proprietary OS] approach like Arista, Juniper and 

several others that have tried to copy Cisco over the years is, I think, a failing 

strategy.” 

 “Arista has been pushing a good story, that this fast computing stack called 

cloud is a big growth opportunity, and that’s true. But you don’t have to buy from 

them or any brand-name vendor like Cisco to get into it,” said the CEO of a West 

Coast VAR integrator. “The category has more competition now than ever before, 

and this has just happened and continues to happen. What you have to 

determine is how to put together systems you want to accomplish specific things, 

not single systems that do everything. You can for build content delivery, 

application networking, low-latency trading, big data analytics, healthcare record access. Every rack can be doing 

something different, and that is what we discuss with our clients. You can spend big on some things, like financial 

networks with high security, or you can build a web-hosting platform on white box. The choices on how to do it are bigger 

than they have even been before.” 

 

 

About the Author 

John Harrington is an award-winning investigative reporter and veteran Wall Street researcher. John previously served as 

senior editor and senior researcher at OTR Global, and was a three-time Emmy Award-winning TV journalist. 

 

John brings expertise and relationships in Internet networking, network security, fiber optic communications, and data center 

computing to Blueshift Research. John will contribute regularly, sharing deep insight into tech and communications trends, 

often before they are recognized by Wall Street. 
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Previous Tech Trends Reports 

6.17.15 Services, Connectivity Speed Up Adoption Of Microsoft’s Cloud 

6.4.15 Cable Broadband Domination Much Closer Than Thought 

5.19.15 Slowdown in 2H15 IT Hardware Spending Leaves Vendors Scrambling 

4.29.15 Ubiquiti’s U.S Sales Model Not Enterprise-Competitive 

4.27.15 Data Center Industry Goes All-In on Cloud Services Bet, Akamai Wins Big 

4.14.15 Explosive Data Growth Forces Rise of Cheap Storage 

3.31.15 Record Spending to Buy Data Security Market Share 

2.24.15 Cash to Cisco, Aruba in Education Wi-Fi Windfall 

2.19.15 Networking Trends Favor Cisco, AWS Above All Others 

2.04.15 Cheap IaaS Cloud, DIY Dragging on Data Centers, Hosting 

1.20.15 2015 IT Security Product Budgets Not Rising 

12.16.14 Cisco Dominates Data Switching, SDN a Slow Go 

12.9.14 Pushing the Internet to the “Eyeballs” on the Network Edge 

11.19.14 Data Centers: Good Cloud, Bad Cloud—Billions at Stake 

11.3.14 As Data Flow Continues to Explode, Spending Plans Point to 1Q15 

10.7.14 Shellshock Scramble Spotlights Loss of Trust at Every Networking Level 

9.25.14 Potential Wireless Bonanza Pits Cell Against Mobile Wi-Fi in Connected Vehicles, IoT 

9.18.14 Big Hacks Forcing Major Shift in IT Security Thinking, Spending 

8.26.14 Cisco Video Shift Chases the Cloud, Possibly Ending Tandberg 

8.15.14 Specialized Tools Being Added to Next-Gen Firewalls to Fend Off Hackers 

7.22.14 Digital Banking Services Appear to Be on Amazon’s Horizon 

7.15.14 First Multichannel Tb/s Fiber Network Raises Stakes in Bandwidth Arms Race 

6.30.14 With Cloud Growth on the Line, Carriers Will Be Forced to Upgrade Networks 

6.5.14 “Highly Stressed” Internet/IP Networks Threaten Cloud Development, Web Business 

5.14.14 Rush to Cloud Slowing Among Large Enterprises 

4.11.14 Firewall “Feature Fatigue” Disrupts Legitimate Network Users’ Tasks 

3.12.14 Cloud Options Increasingly Confuse Data Hosting Decisions 

2.14.14 Overlapping Security Products Fracturing the Market 
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